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became so embittered by the failure of the socialists to
appreciate his kindly intentions towards them, that he
now regards them as his most bitter enemies, and prac-
tically calls upon every soldier who joins the army to be
prepared to use his rifle, not only against the enemies from
without, but also against the enemies within—that is, the
socialists.
Naturally William to-day regrets that he permitted him-
self to be talked into any such schemes as the reconcilia-
tion of the socialists with the crown, and of capital with
labor, and Professor Hintzpeter, while retaining the affec-
tion of his former pupil, has long ceased to enjoy his con-
fidence as a political adviser. He is no longer looked
upon in the light of a German Richelieu, as the foreign
newspapers were wont to describe him when he was at the
climax of his power, and he no longer possesses anything
in common with his Russian counterpart, Professor Po~
biedenotsoff, except in a singular peculiarity of appear-
ance. Indeed, Hintzpeter's looks invite caricature. He
is lanky, ungainly and lantern-jawed, and seems like a man
who has never been young, and who has not yet obtained
the venerability of old age. His manners are exceedingly
ungracious, and even repellent, but when once he becomes
interested in a discussion he seems to undergo an entire
transformation. He is no longer the same man, and gives
one at that moment the impression of being nothing but a
bundle of seething nerves, the vibrations of which seem to
extend to, as well as to influence, all those who are within
range of his voice.
The Empress Frederick was shrewd enough to keep in
the background all the time! She took no part in the
fight between her son and Prince Bismarck, and was par-
ticularly careful to avoid identifying herself in anyway

